
Blessing to the Blesser continued…(1:4-5) 

•Blessing which is guaranteed and protected - The living 
hope of the believer includes both and inheritance and 
salvation; both of which are guaranteed and protected by 
God Himself. These promises would have been a 
tremendous blessing to the Christians who were 
experiencing opposition, were suffering, and were 
scattered throughout Asia Minor. As outcasts because of 
their new faith in Jesus Christ many lost their earthly 
possessions as well as their familial connections and 
support. 

A Guaranteed Inheritance - The choosing by God of the 
believer is unto a heavenly inheritance. Inheritance 
(kleronomian) comes from an older word (kleronomos) 
which describes an heir or one who receives his allotted 

possession by right of sonship. In this world Christians are aliens and strangers (cf. 2:11) but because of the calling of 
God and the living hope through Jesus Christ we are heirs to an heavenly inheritance which is given only to the 
children of God (cf. 1 John 3:1-2). This inheritance is one that is certain; unlike the many inheritances which “vanish 
away before they are obtained” (A.T. Robertson).  

In describing this guaranteed inheritance, Peter used three alpha privatives (the prefix a- or an- expressing negation 
in Greek and in English - think a-theist or a-gnostic) as evidence of what will not happen to the heavenly rewards of 
God’s chosen heirs. Imperishable (aphtharton - to corrupt with alpha privative = imperishable / incorruptible), 
undefiled (amianton - to defile or flaw with alpha privative = undefiled / without flaw), and will not fade away 
(amaranton - to dry up / wither as [cf. James 1:11] with alpha privative = not fade away or wither) 

In addition to the three things which will not happen to the heavenly inheritance of the Christian, Peter gives a 
reason why the inheritance will not perish, be defiled, or fade away; it is reserved in heaven for the believer. 
Reserved (teteremenen - to attend to carefully, to guard) is a perfect passive participle which gives the assurance that 
“no burglars or bandits can break through where the inheritance is kept (Matt. 6:19f; John 17:11f)” (A.T. Robertson). 
The perfect passive participle is very important to understanding the certainty of the inheritance as the participle is 
understood as “denoting a past completed action, with present results” (Robert L. Thomas). This means that the 
decision and action to reserve the inheritance took place in the past. This also means that the inheritance is currently 
reserved and will continue to be reserved until the heir receives this guaranteed and protected reward. With these 
emphatic promises in mind, Peter offered rock-solid hope to his brethren.
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Robert L. Thomas 
“When the Jew wished to designate something as predestined, he spoke of it as already existing in Heaven; thus the perfect 

tense brings out the the thought that the custody of the inheritance has been for all time. The force of the tense could be 
rendered, ‘having ever been and thus ever continuing to be safe-guarded in the heavens for you.’ Furthermore the passive 

voice makes God the One who guards and keeps the inheritance for the believer.”
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